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JAMA FOR IBM DOORS
DATA SHEET

Organizations are constantly looking for new ways to improve how they deliver 
on projects and out-innovate their competition. Today’s modern tools o!er new 
opportunities to transform the way you conceive, scope, build and launch great 
products. Smart teams pick Jama when they are ready to stop su!ering and graduate 
from legacy tools that no longer meet their needs.

Where do you start? When? The “if it isn’t broken don’t fix it” philosophy poses a real 
risk to your business and can cost you significantly more to migrate when it  
becomes critical.

STOP WORKING THE OLD WAY
Now is a great time to move o! IBM DOORS. Jama can help. Move to a cutting-edge, more cost-e!ective 
technology for improved e"ciency, faster delivery and better quality. 

Don’t lose all your past work but focus on the important information. Bring along the requirements, test 
cases, and other information you care about. The Jama for IBM DOORS migration solution will maintain all 
relationships, so you can easily configure or change any elements.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Export the modules you care 
about from DOORS.

2. Zip up the HTML file 
& images.

3. Import the file into Jama, 
selecting the fields you care 
about and pick where you 
want the data.
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DO IT YOURSELF OR LET US HELP
The DOORS migration capabilities are built into Jama so professional services aren’t required to transfer 
your data. You can do it yourself, on your own time. Or let us help; Jama best practices consultants can 
advise you on how to integrate your data into your new way of working using Jama.

BUILD GREAT PRODUCTS WITH JAMA
Jama is an industry-leading requirements and test management solution with an enterprise collaboration 
layer that brings in stakeholders to drive easy adoption and organizationwide clarity into what you are 
building and why. What makes Jama unique is our focus on simplicity, flexibility and collaboration.

CAPTURE BUY!IN AND APPROVALS FASTER
Connect teams with stakeholders through a 
simple interface and mobile accessibility to get 
requirements right, faster. With Jama Review 
Center, join a real-time discussion, propose edits, 
flag issues, vote for prioritized features, and 
ultimately approve and electronically sign-o! on 
requirements for an o"cial record of the agreed-
upon scope.

ENSURE PRODUCT QUALITY
Execute test plans and track defects back to 
requirements. With Test Center, QA teams execute 
test plans that directly associate with requirements 
and features. Coverage Explorer visually represents 
the impact on features of outstanding defects.

SAVE CRITICAL TIME
Create a centrally managed library of reusable 
product details that automatically updates product 
teams across the enterprise so you can get your 
next product to market faster and out-innovate your 
competition. Enterprise Reuse keeps requirements 
synchronized and in context alongside associated 
changes, comments, reference items, decisions 
and other related information.


